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Overview

Is your dog making puppy eyes at you?

They are most probably asking you to

take them on a walk. Do you just up,

take your leash, strap it on and start

walking? No, that's not what you do.

Walking a dog may seem pretty simple

on the surface but it is not. There are

several factors that you need to

consider if you want to make sure that

you are walking your dog perfectly.

Things to consider include getting a

collar that is the best �t for your dog and you.

Similarly, you need to set some expectations for your walking sessions

and then try to achieve them. All in all, there is a lot that goes into

walking your dog if you want to perfect it. Let's help you learn the best

way to walk your dog.
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Step One

The very �rst thing you need to do is get a

leash that is of the best quality and does not

�t around the neck. Many experts are against

the idea of tying a leash around the neck of

your dog as it is pulling at the neck. The dog

should not face pressure on its neck when

you tug as it can be very uncomfortable.

The windpipe can be easily squished if your

pull at it hard or if the dog starts running

while you are holding on to the leash. Get

your dog a comfortable harness so that is a lot easier to take care of them

and ensure that they do not strangle themselves. If you do not have a

harness and have to use a leash, for now, make sure that you leave a

space of two �ngers when tightening the collar around your dog's neck. 
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Step Two

The next thing you need to do is put on the

leash on your dog and the dog will

immediately understand that you are going

out for a walk. When tying the leash

around your dog's neck, make sure that it

is visible and that your dog acknowledges

it. This will help your dog understand that

you are ready to go for a walk with them.

This habit can be developed when your dog

is young and impressionable.
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Step Three

Now that you are to start your walk you

need to choose the side you will be

walking on for the entirety of your walk.

This will help you establish a spot for

your dog. It is very important for your

dog to know exactly the spot they should

be walking in. If you train your puppy by

letting them walk in a certain spot, it will

help you make an adjustment with them

early on. Once you have chosen a spot for

your dog to walk on, make sure that you

keep walking your dog in the same spot. If you will change the spot

frequently, your dog will be confused and that can be stressful for them

during the walk.

Walking on a leash is not natural for your dog and it might take them

some time to get used to it. Do not rush your dog. They might still be

learning how to walk on the leash and if you rush them they will lose

their con�dence. Give your dog the time they need.
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Step Four

The leash of your dog should not be too

long. When walking with your dog, make

sure to keep the leash as close to your body

as you can. This will indirectly tell your

dog that you are the one who is in control.

This is very important to establish early on

as your dog needs to know that they are

supposed to follow and obey you. If the

authority is not as visible as it should be,

your dog might take advantage of that and

will take your leniency for granted.

Dogs need an authoritative �gure that can lead them. To be that

authoritative �gure you must keep the leash close. But make sure that

you do not restrict your dog from moving at all. Your dog should be able

to walk at a natural pace. The only thing that they need to feel is

resistance. The resistance will help them understand that they cannot get

ahead of you even if you tried.
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Step Five

Communicating with your dog is very

important. Your dog can pick up on any

changes in the tone of your voice and

respond accordingly. While you take a

break from walking, talk to your dog and

communicate if they behaved well or not.

If the dog was well behaved and listened to

everything you had to say then you must

use a softer tone and use words of

encouragement. If the dog behaved poorly,

keep your voice as stern as you can to show

the dog that their behavior is not appreciated. This will allow you to keep

your dog in check.
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Step Six

The best way to teach your dog is to reward

them and what better way to reward them

than to use treats. You must consistently

reward your dogs so that they can learn the

right way of behaving. It is very important

for you to be consistent with your rewards

as that will ensure your dog behaves the

way you want it to. Keep a bag of treats

with you at all times so that you can treat

your dog whenever you need to. Make sure

that your dog likes the treats you give

them so that it is actually a treat for them.
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If you follow these steps you will have the right con�dence that
you need to walk just about any dog you want. Your dog should
be able to sense your con�dence so that they know that they are
in good hands. They should be able to trust you as their leader
and that will help you walk them without losing control.


